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The now 12-year-old Dwight School Dubai student with a penchant for origami – the ancient art of paper folding – was tasked with a special project, to create a 600 piece display that would go down the ...
Dubai student creates 600 paper cranes for international school display
The Tokyo Olympics is finally underway in Japan after a year of Covid delays, with Naomi Osaka given the honour of lighting the Olympic cauldron to start the sporting spectacular.
The Covid Games have begun! Japanese tennis star Naomi Osaka lights the Olympic cauldron to start the Tokyo Games following spectacular opening ceremony at near-empty stadium
After a dreadful run-up to the Tokyo Olympics, the hosts acknowledged the sober moment of their opening with dignity and grace.
There’s reason for Olympic cynicism. The opening ceremony was a much-needed cure
Sophie Schneideman Rare Books The latest catalogue from London dealer Sophie Schneideman is dedicated to the Ashendene Press. So we're are talking about beautifu ...
Sophie Schneideman Rare Books
Rodrigo Amarante is full of bird facts. When we meet him at his home, sitting out on his wooden deck that overlooks northeast LA, his doors and windows are ...
Rodrigo Amarante And His Great Musical Tantrum
In civilian terms, a command sergeant’s major role may be summed up as a general manager or senior adviser to a chief executive officer. But it’s so much more nuanced than that. There are times when ...
AMCOM senior enlisted Soldier reflects on 30-year career
From a beautiful bedding set to an inspirational book, the gifts for single moms on this list are meant to make her day a little brighter.
Single Moms Deserve These 20 Amazing Gifts
Lost or little-known works by the Mexican artist provide fresh insights. Holly Williams explores the rarely seen art included in a new book of the complete paintings.
The unseen masterpieces of Frida Kahlo
Simone Biles is washed up and the coaches should have seen it, Joe Biden's sliding approval rating, and other various items.
Who To Be Mad At For Simone Biles, And Other Quick Takes
On Tuesday, while the D.C. Council voted for economic relief for child care workers, folks experiencing homelessness, and low-income families, a revived White House task force met for the first […] ...
How Local Puerto Ricans Resist and Celebrate Through Music
Several key investigators took the stand Thursday in day three of the trial of Nathaniel Rowland. Rowland is accused of kidnapping and killing University of South Carolina student Samantha Josephson ...
Rowland Trial Day 3: Gruesome evidence presented from night Samantha Josephson died
DMDM hydantoin is a common ingredient in shampoo, and a lawsuit against OGX isn't evidence its products are necessarily harmful.
OGX DMDM Hydantoin Facebook Post
Several key investigators took the stand Thursday in day three of the trial of Nathaniel Rowland. Rowland is accused of kidnapping and killing University of South Carolina student Samantha Josephson ...
Rowland Trial Day 3: Investigators present gruesome evidence from night Samantha Josephson died
The all-new series Schmigadoon! from Apple TV+ marks for an ambitious and unique storytelling opportunity, as the narrative unfolds in a town seemingly trapped in a '40s-era musical after two ...
Schmigadoon! Creator and Star Talk Bringing the Ambitious Series to Life
Williwaws are hard on personnel on the ground to be sure, but dealing with a Williwaw while flying? Well...that’s more of a challenge. This edition of The Williwaw highlights some stories of pilots ...
Williwaw July-August-September 2021
Around 1899, the price of 10 papers was 5 cents. Most of the newsboys were homeless and this is how they earned a living.
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Newsboy sold newspapers out of this Detroit Times wagon
I didn’t expect Natalie Bergman, one half of the indie sibling duo Wild Belle , to make a gospel record. Nor did I expect it would move me so deeply.
‘I had nothing else to lose’: Wild Belle’s Natalie Bergman on seeking grace from tragedy on solo debut ‘Mercy’
Three months ago the New England Patriots signed tight end Hunter Henry to a three-year, $37.4 million contract. To counter that, the LA Chargers signed ...
Why the LA Chargers should have re-signed Hunter Henry in hindsight
The rebooted and retooled acts are fantastically over-the-top and more than diverting enough to make you momentarily forget we’re emerging from a pandemic.
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